It is ITE’s pleasure to present Asia’s largest and most influential event
“the 10th Fastener Expo Shanghai” will be held on June 26-28, 2019 at
National Exhibition & Convention Center (Shanghai).
From the 26-28 June 2019 a vast number of the industry’s leading companies will convene in
Shanghai. Following the significant success of the recent 2018 exposition, which brought 633
exhibitors, 2019 sees a growth to over 700 exhibitors and 30,000 visitors. Occupying 60,000
sqm, next year promises an impressive display of products including non-standard pieces,
fasteners for industrial application, fastener manufacturing technology and equipment, mould
and consumables for fasteners, raw materials, and even related support products and
techniques.
The 10-year anniversary will also mark the expansion into a new type of fastener: ITE is
proud to introduce building fasters, a unique area never showcased before. In celebration of
our longevity, awards will be gifted to some of our most loyal exhibitors and additionally,
prizes will be given to particular fasteners based on industry experts professional verdicts.
The 2019 Exposition, hopes to provide an interactive and unique experience for all those
involved; a face-to-face service will also be offered allowing visitors to be matched to
exhibitors in advance and a variety of seminars and conferences will be available allowing
visitors to further expand their understanding of the industry.
As the first of it’s kind, our exposition focuses uniquely on fastener products; whilst other
shows might additionally include both machinery and auxiliary equipment, we have not
wavered in our product selection. This concentration and attention to quality has lead us to
become the largest show in Asia. Each Fastener Exposition guarantees the best platform for
exhibitors to exchange and showcase the industry’s most current products. Our client
satisfaction, thus, consistently rests above 90% bringing a high level of trust in our brand and
service. Such has credited us with a growth of 200 exhibitors and 5000 visitors across the last
five years and despite centering on the Asian region, our 2018 show saw 15% of visitors
attending from overseas.
With 27 years of experience as a world organiser of trade expositions, ITE’s reputation
ensures each event is hosted in the most professional and engaging manner. This is why our
Fastener Exposition Shanghai has been granted location in the prestigious National Exhibition
and Convention Center, the largest venue in China. We are proud to host such a plethora of
industry experts and are confident we will provide a memorable and profitable event.
We hope to see you in June and look forward to celebrating with you our passions for the
industry.
Website: http://shen.fastenerexpo.cn/
For any inquiry, please contact:
ITE Shanghai Exhibitions Co.,Ltd.
Mrs. Wendy Wei
Tel: +86 21 61806789 ( ext 860)
Mobile:+86 15026539416
E-mail: wendy.wei@ite-asia.com

